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New RecordNew Record

 W ld M t l i l O i ti G World Meteorological Organization, Geneva, 
 November 22, 2018 -
 Levels of heat-trapping greenhouse gases in the atmosphere 

have reached another new record highhave reached another new record high
 There is no sign of a reversal in this trend, which is driving 

long-term climate change, sea level rise, ocean acidification 
and more extreme weatherand more extreme weather.

 Globally averaged concentrations of carbon dioxide (CO2) 
reached 405.5 parts per million (ppm) in 2017, up from 
403.3 ppm in 2016 and 400.1 ppm in 2015. 

 The increase in CO2 from 2016 to 2017 was about the same 
as the average growth rate over the last decade.



Our world todayOur world today…

..is in crisis
Climate change is happening; not about g pp g;

the future. But now
Leading to variable weather eventsLeading to variable weather events
Leading to devastating impacts on the 

poorest who are not responsible for stockpoorest, who are not responsible for stock 
of emissions in the atmosphere
 B t..But



Climate change?Climate change?

November 21, 2018

Donald Trump @President of US
“Brutal and Extended Cold Blast couldBrutal and Extended Cold Blast could 
shatter ALL RECORDS - Whatever 
happened to Global Warming?”happened to Global Warming?





Weather variability or climate 
change?change?

What is climate change? 
Natural variable weather or is this 

different?
Floods normal or different?Floods normal or different? 
Droughts always happened so why blame 

climate change?climate change? 
What is this new normal?



Weather vs climateWeather vs climate

The difference between weather and 
climate is a measure of time,” 
Weather is what conditions of the 

atmosphere are over a short period of p p
time, and climate is how the atmosphere 
‘behaves’ over relatively long periods of y g p
time.
Behaving differentlyBehaving differently



New normalNew normal....

is weird and extreme weather events....is weird and extreme weather events
Extreme rainfall – getting rain of entire 
year in a matter of few hoursyear in a matter of few hours 
Extreme heat – higher and more intense
Extreme dust storms – more heat means 
more fierce and deadly storms 
More tropical storms – frequency is 
increasingc eas g



































India extremes: New NormalIndia extremes: New Normal

https://www.downtoearth.org.in/dte-
infographics/61502_extreme_anomaly_ind
ia.html



Attribution to climateAttribution to climate

All f th th t f b dAll of these weather events are far beyond 
normal variability called stationarity as it 
followed past patternsfollowed past patterns

Science of attribution: not perfect but indicative 
of what is happeningof what is happening

“Climate change has: 
more than doubled the likelihood of themore than doubled the likelihood of the 

European heatwave
tripled the likelihood of drought in Cape Town”tripled the likelihood of drought in Cape Town   



Double-whammy makes for 
“manmade” disastersmanmade  disasters

Combination of our mismanagement of 
our local environment and
Increased frequency and intensity of 

extreme and variable weather
Not natural disaster anymore. 
Manmade devastationManmade devastation



India connections: New NormalIndia connections: New Normal

Dust storms 2018: April-May 
Over 50 dust storms killed over 500 and 

destroyed homes and crops
Why: global-local connectionsWhy: global local connections



A. Western Disturbance changing – getting 
longer; link to weakened Arctic Jet Stream –
warmer Arctic and difference reduced ocean

B. Bay of Bengal getting warmer – more 
cyclones; more heavy rain. Colliding with 
WD that are more frequent and lateWD, that are more frequent and late

C. Intense heat spikes (Pakistan/north India) 
which is making ground drywhich is making ground dry

D. Combined with groundwater overuse; 
lack of moisture; deforestationlack of moisture; deforestation
Deadly 



Extreme RainExtreme Rain

Nature, November 20, 2018 “Why extreme rains are gaining 
strength as the climate warms”





Double deadly for us: 
Results in cycle of flood droughtResults in cycle of flood-drought

Extreme rainfall means floods 
But worse, it means that water flows ,

away; is not captured or harvested
Leads to droughtsLeads to droughts
Impacts on farmers – struggling for 

subsistencesubsistence
Impacts on water supply in cities



From crippling drought to delugeFrom crippling drought to deluge





Kerala flood: extreme rain and lack of 
preparednesspreparedness

Many rivers; short distance from Western Ghats 
to sea; high rainfall; many dams storing water

A t 2018 K l i d 771 fAugust 2018: Kerala received some 771 mm of 
rainfall just in 15-20 days, of which 75 per cent 
was received in just 8 dayswas received in just 8 days

Dams were full: Last few years of drought meant 
that managers want to store the last dropthat managers want to store the last drop

Rain came; dams opened; flood became deluge



Kerala: rebuild for new normalKerala: rebuild for new normal
Plan deliberately for drainage – every river, steam, 
pond, paddy field and city – should be mapped and 
protected at all costs. 
Every home, institution, village and city must be 
required to do rainwater harvesting so that rain can 
be channelized and recharged The forestbe channelized and recharged. The forest 
ecosystem must be built through deliberate policies 
that provide benefits to peoplethat provide benefits to people. 
Its plantation areas must be managed so that there 
is soil conservation.is soil conservation. 



But in age of climate change: Not 
enoughenough

Recognize that all we do to do better land, 
water, forest management will not be 
enough
Need science of forecasting; need much g;

better preparedness
In this case needed information about theIn this case, needed information about the 

possible ‘extreme rain’ so that dams were 
managed bettermanaged better 



Can’t adapt; can’t cope with spiraling 
temperaturetemperature

Recognise that enough is enough

Can’t ‘manage’ extreme events

Have to reduce emissions; have to 
iti tmitigate

This is the beginning



What do we do?What do we do?

Recognize the human face of this 
manmade disaster
Recognize the urgency of climate change
Recognize the need to do differently toRecognize the need to do differently to 

cope and to deal with climate change
How and what?How and what?



Change is here
Change is here to stay and it will become 
more of deadly as temperatures continue to Change is herey p
spiral and this spiral gets out  hand. 
It is also clear that today the poor in the world y p
are the victims of this ‘manmade’ disaster –
local or global. 
Rich do not die in sandstorms. Rich do not lose 
their livelihoods when the next cyclonic system 
hithits. 
But the fact is that this weird weather is 
portend of what awaits usportend of what awaits us. 
The change is not linear—it is not predictable. 
Cli t h t th d ill b liClimate change at the end will be an equalizer 
– it will impact all. 


